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1 Many studies of gangs vie'.;r gang membership as a transitional period 

be'tween childhood and adult status which terminates with increasing commit-

ment to more adult activities -- jobs and families of their own -- which 

confirm their manhood (Matz~ 1964; Briar and Pi1iavin, 1965; and Neiderhoffer, 

1958) and/or with the dissipation of the group's ties through lack of strong 
III! 

internal cohesive mechanisms (Klein and Crawford, 196~ and Jansyn, 1966). 

The gang is seen as having few utilitarian pay-offs for its members as they 

mature; consequently, as its utility for demonstrating masculinity or as 

a youthful reaction to social-structural inequalities decrease, the gang 

,.;rill tend to break up. "Utilitarian" is used here to indicate a process 

of coming to a decision based on the most effective and/or efficient means 

for achieving a particular end, a type of cost/benefit analysis of means to 

an end. In addition to assuming the largely utilitarian payoff of gang 
~ 

membership, these studies assume a scarcity approach to human time, energy 

and commitments (Marks, 1977). They do not envision the possibility of 

maintaining gang membership while taking on adult roles as husbands, fathers 

and wage earners. Adult roles are' seen to obviate ~ membership, though 

there is much evidence that single sex peer groups play important roles 

with lives of ny working and lower class men (Gans, 1968; Kobrin, Puntil 

and Peluso, 1967; and Suttles, 1968). 

This paper examines the role of the gang in the lives of its members 

nOli1 on their mid-b.;renties who live in an inner city Chicano
2 

community, 32n,d 

Street. We will analyze the paradox of the minimal utilitarian payoff of 

me~'I)ership and the much greater payoff in the expressive meaning of member-

ship. By expres'sive meaning' we mean th'e-' symbols by which persons represent 

• to themselves and to others, why it .is gratif'yil1g to be a particular kind 
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of a person i.e. a person with distinguishing moral qualities. The utili-

tarian function of gang membership explains only a minimum of the reasons for 

-
its continuation. By examining the expressive meaning of gang membership 

it is possible to understand the continuity of its membership and why it 

remains a gang when it is only minimally utilitarian to do so as they have 

obtained primafacie evidence of manhood and there are only a few structural 
, 

blockages to their integration into either legitimate or illegitimate spheres 

of adult activities. 

This is a follow-up study (1977) of a gang, the Lions, whom I had 

studied for two years (1971-73). The Lions, aged tw'enty-two to twenty-six 

were still sitting on the same bench in the same park only slightly fatter 

a!'dmore with mustaches. Though the members frequently wear "painters' 

pants" now a}ld have grown their hair, instead of their dar~ "silk", pants and 

Itali2.tl knit shirts which readily identified them as gang members, they 

frequently wear their "colors" on some' article of clothing (shoes or 

shirt). Several of them continue to wear their gang sweaters and have 

even bought new ones with a more complex emblem.' They greeted me with "where' 

have you been?",as though I had been absent for a month instead of three 

"qears. 

On my return, I observed and interviewed in the two parks in the 32nd 

Street community at softball practices, during games and while relaxing 

afterwards; and, in addition, at a bar operated by one of the Lions. In 

addition, I informally interviewed a number of local community workers who 

knew tb.egroup well and had been in contact with:them for many years in a 

,'number of different contexts. 

Senior gangs (members in their tw'entiesand thirties) in the community • have a relatively short history (two existed it). 1971-74:and another had 

prior to that time). This was the first group of Senior Lions. Most of 
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the gangs in the community were differentiated into age-graded segments as 

Tinys, Midgets, Littles, Juniors and Seniors. The communications among 

the segments of the groupS varied, many not knmoJing what the others did or 

not agreeing with the validity of the others' activities. In the three 

years between 1974 and 1977 the Littles and the Junior Lions became the 

Seniors while others filled their places. 

(Table 1 about here) 

We can see from Table 1 that the highest drop-out rate occurred in 

1973-74' when most were eighteen or nineteen years'old and then membership 

stabilized. An increasing percentage have married and/or fathered children 

and there has been a movement into the work force; however, many are not 

'steadily employed, yet are able to balance marriage, job and the gang. 

'Most'have obtained what would be considered . If . prlma aCle evidence that they 

are adults. 
J 

, Most studies argue that the ~ is a purely 'adolescent' style of peer 

, group, which, breaks up or is transformed into another type of group when its' 

members achieve alternative indicators of their manhood or when the range 

of alternatives becomes greater. These studies assume that' the gang is a 

"beneficial" response to their position in society (as youth or as economically 

and socially underprivileged) and will reevaluate the need for gang member-

ship when their situation changes. 

According to Miller (1966:98), " •.. involvement in violent crimes was 

a relatively transient phenom~non of adolescence and did not presume a' 

continuing::pattern of s-imilar involvement·in;.adulthood." Block and .Nieder,hoffer 
.... 

(1958) conceive of the gang as a universal response to crises in the transition 

f. 'Jm childhood to adulthood. A gang career terminates with adulthood • 
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when the crisis is over. Briar and Piliavan (1965) claim that increasing 

commitments outside the gang as the members mature succeed in ending gang 

involvement. 

According to Matza (1964), adulthood, when indicated by prima facie 

evidence such as full physical size, marriage, fatherhood and wage earning, 

should be enough evidence of a young man's manliness to allow him to move 

away from gang activities which he used as a youth as an indicator of his 

manhood. Movement away from delinquency is facilitated as youth are rarely 

committed to law violation but have shared misunderstandings about the 

others' commitments to their acts of delinquency. Delinquency occurs 

through misuses in which, because of the "situation of company," we believe 

that the others are committed to delinquency. Masculine "anxieties" are 

assuaged with adult roles and the move away from delinquency. These 

conceptualizations of delinquency and the gang assume that alternative - '-

sources of masculine status necessarily mean forsaking gang membership or 

that numerous commitments outside the gang in the adult world negate the 

possibility of continuing in the gang. These arguments all assume a 

scarcity of available time, energy and commitments (Marks, 1977), so that 

it would be difficult to simultaneously hold a job and be a gang member. 

In addition, they assume a purely utilitarian notion of involvement -- the 

gang is a substitute means for demonstrating manliness and when an alter-

native, less costly means becomes available they will take it. 

Several studies have argued that the gang is not a cohesive group or 

does not have the same cohesion mechanisms :as "normal" groups and,consequehtly, 

does not sUDlive with the same members over an extended period of time 

(Jasyn, 1966; Klein and Crawford, 1968; and Yablonsky, 1961). YHblonsky (1961) 

• 
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Other studies have found that while juvenile gangs generally disband 

as the young men enter their twenties, many of these same youth join 

social-athletic clubs (SAC's) though not necessarily as a group (Suttles, 

1968; Kobrin, Puntil and Peluso, 1967).3 According to Suttles, the younger SAC's 

(nineteen to thirty) whose members are Italian, engage in different activities than 

• 

the younger gangs when it became nonuti1itarian to continue as a gang. They 

have new members use different names than the younger age-graded gangs, 
) 

rent storefronts in which they hang out, behave as though the younger 

males were nuisances who encroach on their "rights" rather than as rival 

gangs, and are not forced to stay in the area (which might provoke fights) 

as they have cars .. On the other hand, like the juvenile gangs, few were 

married and none hac children. Tnere was, according to Suttles, a stake in 

maintaining law and order (1968:110) as they needed three cosigners to 

have a charter and they had to be careful not to irrita&e their landlords. 

Misbehavior becomes costly. Tnere were also older Italian groups (members 

were over thirty) who had some members involved in organized crime but as 

a group they only drank, gossiped and played cards. They never had parties, 

athletic events or identifying clothes and there was no public hierarchy 

of fighting or criminal skills, The Italians had a long history of such 

groups; however, the Mexicans, Puerto Ricans and Blacks in the same area 

did not. The Mexicans had attempted to set up a SAC but failed because 

several of the members could not afford to pay the rent on the storefront 

so that the others would not pay. As a consequence they lost the club 

house and did not stay together. Suttles (.1968:48) states that "with 

residential stability- c.nd better employment possibilities, there seems 

no insurmountable barrier to the development of adult groups among the 
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Mexicans." When the benefits outweigh the costs, Mexicans too will have 

,;.social-athletic clubs. 

The same group of Lions are still involved in maintaining their reputa-

tion on the street as a gang and are also involved in some illegal activities 

as a group, in addition to illegal activities as individuals. Unlike 

Suttle's SAC's, they are married and working but do not have a store front, 

.though they have the money. If the largely utilitarian purposes for 

remaining a gang are over, how and why do the Lions stay together and 

remain as a gang? First, we will examine the utilitarian "pay-off" of 

remaining in the same gang. The gan&we will argue, a1lows its members to 

prolong the period in which they "hedge their bets" for the future by 

maintaining access to and ,encouraging participation in both legitimate 

and illegitimate spheres of action. 

Hedging Future 'Bets,: - The Utilitarian Pay-off .of the Gang 

Though opportunities are limited both. in.the legitiInate and Ulegitimate 

spheres, membership in the Lions provides opportunities in both spheres and, 

through itsmembers'expectationsand interactions, limitsover-commit,:ment 

to'eithE!r spherewhile.demanding.par:ticipationinboth. Respec tfor a 

member with,a well-paying job or a good "hustle"is given; however, bothl 

arel.imitedbythe'demand,forr)accourtts 4"when:l!:an "indivSdualis becoming over

commited,to one/sphere or ·~andtherand by thepuolic.,natureof' most ·of .. ,their 

interactions. . F.ailure to., curb. oVer-:-commitmentsl"means . expulsion from the 

group 'and 'is usedas'an excuse to ,leave. 
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The gang members balance their time, energy and commitments differ-

~~ently between their families, jobs or school, the gang and "hustling." 

Some spend much of their time with the gang playing softball and drinking, 

while others are found less frequently "hanging with the dudes." Rich 

-spent more time with his family than others and was holding down a full-

time job until he was reduced by a company cutback from forty to thirty 

hours a week. In spite of these commitments he always showed up for and 

organized baseball practice several times a week and kept the records at 

.the games. The team was ranked second in their league of eight t.eams. He 

still could be counted on, the others claimed, if he was needed anu had 

been involved in their last inter-gang conilict. He would frequently 

stay around. drinking with them after the games. Harry also spent less 

time than most with the group. He ran his older brother's tavern, which 

the group drank at sometimes in colder weather and provided the group 
,. 

with softball shirts with the name of his tavern on one side and "Lions" 

emblazoned on the front·-- all in the Lions' own colors. He was not much 

of an athlete and never played on the team. Others such as Ronny and 

Sam (who had a full-time job) spent many hours during the summer with 

the gro;gp.playing ball, "rapping" and drinking. Tico,'onthe other hand, 

played no .baseball and spent quite a bit of .time away from the.group 

engCigedin.,il1.egi tim~ te activities. 

::It ':;:i:s >e:l!:Pe~ted.·th.a t young. men.work::.mapd those wi th .. good ~jobs}~:a':t:'e :;we;U 

'respected, frequently commanding the center of attention. However, as 

many of the Lions have not finished highschool, the variety"of.interesting 
.witlt ,a.d;chance .. for .adv;3.ncem,ent 

and.wel1-payingjobs!are1:im.ited, ~.though .. it.ispossible to .obtainoa 

job, claimed one.of.the gang.members.q~you can't just go looking'forone 
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.or two days and expect to find one. But if you try for more than a week 

-you can." ~ll had either worked at a legitimate job or attended school 

,:'in the past year. Nico's work pattern is typ;ical, though his jobs have 

more status than most of the others have been able to obtain. He worked 

for a large bank as a computer operator for two and a half years, starting 

at eighteen, after training in a government funded program. When he quit 

he remained unemployed for a year and then took a job with the post office. 

It was good par,·he claimed, but he quit after a year. He is married. 

and has a son. Jim, for example, worked for over a year installing 

heating and air conditioning units and earned extra money repairing 

furnaces of area residents in the evening during the winter • "Several of 

the Lions, Pete, Jaime and Tico, attended an experiw..ental school program 

for the past year. They were all thought to be very bright by the 

t'eachers in the program, though none had completed the .:..ninth:grade. 

Others of the group had completed or almost completed high school. Though 

not a topic of every day conversation, members with good joqsor doing 

well in school were commended for their earning ability or'their educational 

attainments. 

"On the other hand ,while;.;skills"in ""hus.t1ing" were re!3p'ected, ;well

paying opportunities in illegitimate enterprises are limited. 'Most of 

the 'large profit: making illegitimate opportunities. are in ;fthe;;;illegal drug 

market ;hqwever, while, theY',·are.largely'~f'ami];y·;·'ertterpris.es ,~"'al';number:of 

the. gang members have managed to become involved ,to yaryi~m,1t:extents 

from,small time pushers· ofm,arijuana·';to"a.few:,;.who . frequently :,earn up to 

one thousand dollars a week·selling heroin"and cocaine. For": example , Sam,' 

it is alleged, frequently makes "a grand" ($1,,000) a week, a.,ndinoaddition, 
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he has a steady factory job. Others only sell when they need some 

extra cash. A few have recently participated in armed robbery, though 

'not many. Jaime is awaiting trial on charges of armed robbery and aggravated 

. assault • .He talked' as though he was convinced he 'would not be convicted 

but never denied the validity of the charges. Those who earn significant 

amounts of money from their illegitimate "hustles" are respected, however, 

.. they do not have to he. very involved.' They must be able to survive 

financ1aliy ~n their own. 

~.Not only do the normative expec·tations of gang members structure 

gang activities in order to allow its members to be involved in several 

spheres of activities, .~ 

';:but they 

are also structured so as not to allow the members to become over-committed 

to one set of activities. If a gang member is seen as over-committing 

himself to one sphere of action an account of the concentration is demanded .. 

Those who remain in the group are expected to be involved in both legitimate 

and:ilJ:~gi.:ti1Ilate.iiactivities;and, when.ever theY'i;ar.e.not activ;e1ypart:i.cipating 

in ,one .. ,spheJ:;e, . they are ,expected to account for.theiractions. . Dropping out 

of ;s~choQ1 or,.qui ttijigaj obrequires .an account )ofthe ;~etivj;ty. ;Geuera11y, 

the-Youth :a:t:tempt·tol;;excuse,·p.i;.:e., ~the~iact was wrong but they .. :we'(e:'not 

responsible (Lyman and Scott, 1963) their actions. The:acceptab1e,account 

is constructed in ·terms.oflack,:~of ".suffi~ient time to spend with the gang. 

For.?,example,Tico who had been:'ddiug'we11 intschoo1 developed a:poor 

attendance record, because, he claimed, ·,theschool activities were taking 

• too much time away 'from the group. "If.I go to school, then I have to do 
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my homework in the afternoon arid then go out to meet the dudes. Then we 

start drinking and stay up late so I can't get up in the morning so I 

don't go to school." Nico said he gave up his post office job so he 

could spend more time hanging around and could come and go as he pleased. 

The job placed too many time constraints on him, particu~arly as he had 

to work on Saturdays. He had had the same problem with the bank as they 

would not transfer him off the night shift. These excuses never deny 

the importance of work or school. 

On the other hand, those who are becoming overcommitted to illegitimate 

activities are asked to account for their behavior. Few community members 

actually live solely on their illeg~timate incomes. One local man was 

making enough money selling drugs to support his wife and children. He 

had a legitimate job, in addition, which he would not quit, though he 
I 

could have 'earned more money by doing so. Several gang,members worked full 

time while they were earning money selling drugs on the street -- asserting 

that the illegal money was not for support of their families. 

This account unlike that given when limiting legitimate activities is 

a justification (Lyman and Scott, 1963:47) in "which one accepts the 

responsibility~forthe·act in, question, 'but.denies the 'pejorative quality 

associated w'it.h it." ,As the money is not for the support of family members, 

there~.is nQthingwroI,lgiwith obtaining funds;i11ega;Lly. In addition, the 

gang's :'extensi ve:;;publi,c j:riteraction;actually-~serves to 1 imi t . the. amopnt 

bf illegitimate activities of its members, both existentially and as an 

excuse :,to those who .donbt ,wish to risk '4Pj>rehension. The amount of 

time ,spent ,in.a.highly ,vis'ible location, may ,be detrimental both to a 

full time criminal and, to someonewho'warttsHo avoid any risk of getting 

• intotl;'oublewith -the law. With the continual drinking and smoking on 

the same bench in the park that they have been on for more than six years, 



';the group is well known to the. police.. TIie e.vening after a young (fourteen 

year old) gang member was shot and killed by a member of the Lit~le Lions 

(the 'police did not know ,that at the time but were suspicious) a pair 

~of detectives drove around the inside of the park and stopped in fronto£ 

.the Lion's bench. They called Sal over and said to the others: 

We've known him since he was a kid. Ttfuere have you been? 

(Sal was given no. chance to reply.) In jail, huh? (Silence) 

You killed your old man, didn't you? We'd like to ask you 

something. Take your beer and get in the back. We'll bring 

you right back. 

Sal got in the car and they took off 0' To be in public where 'one ,can 

be found by the police would be'detrim~ntal to those who would like to 

keep their visibility minimal, such as Juan who was always under suspicion 

by the police for the latest "rip-off" or for dealing m~thadone. "Ue .cannot, 

afford to be easily located by the police. In addition, full-time criminals 

among their ranks might draw police attention towards them .and mak,e :.it 

inc'.reasingly difficult to remain involved in their 'part-time criminal 

activities. 

;Qn'the"'other hand, 'publ'ic exposure"is cl"tngerous ~to."those who do not 
, 

t~ ~'. 

w~to .risk arrest. Len, .Mho is intent on providing 'for his~family, 

prefers mot ,to ,be there,:hecause of the ",cons tant .;risk 'c;if;,trouble occurr.in,g, 

ei therfroma t.tacks.,by·. othen"glDups 'Who'do shdot-:,a t',:th,em,'or problems 

with; the police when area residents calland complain' abQ,ut, the amo.tlnt 

of noise' and the drinking. Anyone 'Who wants "to mininri:~e the possibility 

of police arrest claims he 'must stay.aw'ay. 

'. Those, who in the eyes of other. members ,~have allowed the over-commitment 

• to proceed too far into activity patterns which do not include the expected 

'. 
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~.range are excluded from "hanging" with the group if they do not exclude 

themselves -- whether they have become involved in full-time criminal 

,activities (Juan, a heroin addict) or spend too much time and energy with 
, 

their family and on the job (Len concentrates on his family and Lou on 

school and politics). Even when these men wanted to spend time with the 

group drinking, they are generally ignored as they cannot be counted on 

to take risks for the group. The Lions show little interest in the 

activities of' these fo~mer members; however, the former members remain 

curious about the activities of the group and the individuals involved. 

Through normative expectations and the patterns of interactions of 

gang members, the gang members hedge their bets by not focusing their 

locus of commitment -- keeping their options open. The members start 

families, hold legitimate jobs, attend schools and are involved in 

illegitimate money making schemes. The young men have t~e autonomy to 

shift their commitments, yet the boundaries for over and under-commitment 

are set by the gang. They have, as they matured, shifted some of their 

involvements towards marriage, the family, and conventional jobs, yet 

have maintained their involvement in illegitimate enterprises. The socio-

economic :benefits 'obtained'by "hedging bets""does not seem to be a 

sufficient pay-off for either maintenance of group ties or maintaining 

the grolJP '·as. a gang. The persuasiveness of.the . account forqui.tting 

a job which ,is highly -evaluated' by thegroupt"- "I didn't have enough 

time to spend with the gang" cannot be explained by .the ,ut.ilitarian notion 

of maximizing options." In addition, the utilitarian functions 

performed by 'the gang cannot explain why it,. has continued as a~. In 

order to better understand the meaning of the gang to its members, we 

• must examine the expressive values it embodies. 
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Expressive Values: The Honorable Warrior 

Many studies have failed to examine the expressive values which give 

meaning to human experience and make situations and social relationships 

gratifying or not. Those values are embodied in the unique ways of 

viewing oneself presenting oneself to others and their meanings connect 

and complete the solidarities which make one group distinct from others. 

Expressive values are reflected through cultural symbols which give 

form and meaning to human solidarities. 

These solidarities, made meaningful through expressive values are not 

equal to the solidarities which are built into primordial ties (Shils, 1957) 
iI' w ~,it \~ 

.or in communal ties (Schmal;r-nbach, '19(, I ) II One is born into a social group 

and cannot break th~: ties. Even if an individual does not like the others 

in that group, it would not ded'roy the relationship'. Reintegration after 
:apHl:"!ce.., 

an ~ _.~.', .. would be unproblematic. In most groups in modE\rn society, solidarity 

is not built into the bonds which unite the group as the group membership 
CCl/,.:::c."?n r j"'; Iy ~ 

is based on choice of affiliation and are much more tenuous. The choice 
"'/I. 

of affiliation embodies the kind of person one sees oneself as being. The 

meaning of these solidarities are not given or fixed by blood ties or long 

tra~it;i.ons . but .are created.and .maintailled through anegotia ted process 

mediated by cultural symbols.which express ways of feeling and moral qualities 

while int.egr,a t.;ing personal •. experien,~es .and activities. These expressive 

valtiesare the prifllary.tmeans by which<:.people·,.1rep:r:esent to themselves and 

to others what IlJakes it worthwhile to be a particular kind of person. 5 

In an honor based subculture a man's moral qualities are linked closely 

with his and others evaluations of himself .. "in terms of location on a 

dominant/subordinate continuum and an-autonomy/dependency continuum. A 
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man of honor'is particularly sensitive to any inferences of lack of autonomy 

or failure to dominate. He must, accordi.ng to the value of honor, be 

ready to return any discerned slight to his claim to precedence. This 

sensitivity to perceived slights creates an element of te~sion in all human 

experiences. 

Honor and shame are the constant preoccupation of 

individuals in small scale,- exclusive societies where face 

to face personal, as opposed to anonymous, relations are 

of paramount importance and where the social personality 

of the actor is as significant as his office -CPeristiany,l966:ll). 

What is considered honorable for a man varies among communities. "It 

possesses a general structure which is seen in the institutions and customary 

evaluations which are particular to a given culture" (Pitt-Rivers, 1966:21). 

Honoris an expressive value necessitating direct'actiQ~ with little 

attention given to considering the future consequences. It means that one 

must invest one's entire character in the action in order to enforce one's 

c,laim to precedence. Honor reflects not only one's personal decisions and 

judgments and is an individual attribute but also the integrity of one's 

physical being (Pitt ... Rivers, 1966) • The inability to .back one'scl.aim·to 

precedence among equals frequently through physical ~eans is experienced 
I 

as dishonor. 

,The. code of ,honor. followed by;these young men concentrates.on,~the 

cherished nature of their manliness, (1) defini~g breaches of etiquette, 

such as failure to show respect inface-to~face interactions, (2) being 

placed inanother's,debt:or (3) giving in toa woman's demands for autonomy 

and potential domination as placing a man in a demeaning position. Any 
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act which is seen as challenging a man's claim to precedence can be experienced 

as a slight on his manhood and must be redressed. Breaches in interpersonal 

etiquette such as violations of the standards of ordinary decency and good 

manners have been discussed elsewhere (Horowitz ~nd Schwartz, 1974). Second, 

maintaining one's claim to precedence also entails the ability tc pay for 

others. "Paying is a privilege which goes to a man of precedence since to 

be paid for places a man in a situation of inferiority" (Pitt-Rivers, 1966:59). 

The same is true for other favors as it is humiliating to owe others and is 

'experienced as dependency and, consequently, a loss of honor may be incurred. 

;Idea11y, a man must never let himself be placed in a situation in which he 

cannot pay for himself or handle something alone. In addition, a loss of 

honor may be experienced through a man's failure to retain authority over 

his family. This entails the man's ability to be the sole support of his 

family through legitimately obtained funds and the pro~~ction of the sexual 

purity of the women in his family. A wife who openly displays her sexuality 

or who financially plays an important role in the support of the family 

would be tantamount to,a man's dishonor. This would reflect poorly on a 

man's autonomy and dominant position relative to his family, placing him'in 

a situation in wbi¢h'he .cQuld,:easily see himself a.nd others 'see him as 

dishonored. In, addi tion) dependency .,and .subor,dina tion, are symbolic of 
, I 
'r.,J 

£~minity. 
;!',f\ 

"Not a1l'breaches of the code of .. etiquette are int'erpretedas insults, 

nor are all insults responded to violently. ,;.Community members are well 

'skilled in the usage of.cohventional etiquette.and use those skills to 

resolve infractions of int"erpersonal.space. iHowever,:to be a man of honor 

as honor never depends on hbW a person performs the duties or a role .and 
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involves the integrity of one's physical Deing one must De ready to respond 

aggressively to a perceived insult -- any attempt to place a man in a, 

.dependent and/or subordi~ate position. A man of honor has qualities, 

like those of a warrior -- tough aggressivity and readiness to fight 

,.".consequently there is almost constantly an underlying tension in social 

relationship in which a man's identity may be revealed as not having the 

true moral qualities of a man of honor. 

IntimacY'~n an Honor Based Subculture 

In many groups, intimacy -- revealing affection and insecurities 

is achieved within a family or family like situation or between lovers; 
< 

however in 'an honor-bound subculture, the male-female relationship is 
} 

frequently marked by fears of revealing dependency and subordination. 

Intimacy with a woman may be too great a risk in the eyes of many of these 

young men. Any sign of dependenc~ is usually publicly~accounted for or 

behavior is manifested which actively seeks to reaffirm the husband's 

autonomy and dominati01;l. .Forexample,many wives work. Their salaries, 

according to their husbands, go just for supplementary items but are not 

necessary to support their families. TEte men.claim that "I 'gave my 

wife .. pE;:!rmission'rto;,work. j,6 :~Inthis~waythey,.;.attempt to maint'ain'their 

dQu'iinant position. 'In addition, their behavior frequently reflects 

attremp.ts <to. mairtt:ain .. a·dom:i,nant position by ~he2:pllysiGal ab,l,lse of their 

wives,a,ndmaintaining' their autonomy": by staying .. away from home • This 

behav:i,oris frequently supported by th,ewoman's ·'e~pectations.Clrr:;i.stina 

reveals her expectations, 'ahouLmen "in 'describing why a' husband (Dino) 

was justified in leaving his wife (Margie). 

;.6;r- 'You can't control what a man does ,and you got to 

accept him the way he is • Men are free spirits and as 



long as they come home to you why should you worry. If 

they bring in some money and you cook, clean, sew, and 

are ready for them, why should they leave? Margie made 

a mistake that night at their party. She shouldn't have 

.left when they had that fight, because she should have 

known that Dino would just stay there with one of his 

girlfriends. She holds him in too tight. 

Men must maintain an image of themselves as dominant and autonomous 

or risk poor evaluation of their moral character. Laying, one's intimate 

feeli1.!gs bare to a wife may be judged as placing too great a risk on one fS 

sense of who one actually is. This leaves few si.tuations or :relationships 

where intimacy can be experienced without a potential high risk of loss of 

honor. Only among equals and persons whom one trusts is it possible. .The 

gang is one place where it is a possibility. Empirical"ly, it is difficult 

to demonstrate these ties exist but there are some types of occasions 

where 'intimate ties are revealed •. However,there can be no explicit cultural 

symbols which are directly expressive of intimacy, as revelation of intimate 

.ti.eswQuld constitute an experience which is inconsistent with 

-the fmage"'of 'theIils'elve's ~as tough and autonomous. By car.efully examining 

.the group's demeanor,.we can see some of the feelings and understanding 

they·;texpress : for e.ach,'o.t,1;ler. 'MOB t,tqlk:;:aIilQng the members is rough/arid, 

like:'many"street'corner communities, the common mode of interaction among 

young-men, even good'friends,isto "rap-on" each_other -- .thatis to"'verbally 

attack the other's masculinity (Liebow, 1968: Matza, '1965 and Rainwater, 1970). 

A physical f:j.ght is the only-manner of terminating the tension for the, 

individual whose skU1 at "rapping on" others is less which assures his 

masculinity. However, on a few occasions where the participant who was 
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losing the battle (between members of the same gang) was obviously less 

strong physically and was looking miserable, his antagonist would quietly 

withdraw from the confrontation without focusing attention,on the other's 

loss. This demonstration of understanding and compassion has been further 

shown through the gang members' consideration of those who 'I-walked the line." 

'As punishment for breaking a rule of the gang, members must run between 
~6 I-y'\~\-") 1 be ',. <; 

'two lines and are hit quite hard with sticks and bats. When one member 
h 

cried/he was permitted to leave the park without notice and retur~ the 

.following day without mention of the event. There are numerous other 

occasions in which strong feelings among the members allow them to deal 

>Mith the humiliation of their fellow members by.ignoring the situation which 

they would never do with those not in the gang. No one ever "lost" a fight' 

--who was a member of the gang. It was always an "unfair fight." 

,Though ,there can be no explicit ,cultural .symbols which mark the 

intimate relations of gang members, there are symbols of expressive values 

which are consistent with the manner in which the gang members wish to -

view themselves and have others' view them and which elaborately veil the 

meaning of their solidarity (intimacy). The mutual obligation network 

,s1,lppliesthe Siymbols consistent with that 'im~ge of t1}eirmoral-,qualities, 

which helps to integrate their .experiences and publicly 'partially veils 

the meaning of th~ir ,ties. 

,,;Mu tua'l '"6b'1:l:."];a'ti'OrtS-:'" ' A'Ve:u' for >Tri:.timate::T:tes: 
, -.. ..........;; 

:In this-section we will examine why tIi..e,Lions havestayedtog~tIi..er 

the mean:i.ng of the.group.toits members. The mutual ooligation network 

has only marginally utilitarian functions. ;:However, this -style of social 

relations provides a veil for intimate relations which is consistent 

with tI, :ly the Lions view themselves and the way they wish others 



~to see them - as tough and independent warriors who have a long similar 

history together and can'trust each other in times of need. 

The mutual obligati~n network, which consists of a continuous equalitarian 

:"exchange of goods and services among gang members, functions only minimumly as 

' .. a utilitarian measure. Gang members would receive greater financial benefits 

by staying on their job or selling more drugs, for example. In addition, 

the mutual obligati~ns network is not a rationally calculated exchange of 

goods and services with attention focused on the costs and benefits of 

:each exchange (Le. last week I bought you three beers, this week you buy 

:.me three of equal cost). The exchanges are sporadic and unequal in values 

"and frequently never completed or r:emain incomplete over a long period of 

.time. Obligations range from a beer to over one hundred dollars, to helping 

.someone settle an old "debt of honor." No explicit accounts are kept of 

.debts & It is understood that they will be returned when and if the lender 

needs the exchange completed. 

Consequently, the mutual obligations network plays only a marginal role 

in the ,social and economic, survival of the group members. 'However, 'asa 

'public expression of solidarity which veils the meaning of the gang's 

~solidari ty .;which·explains'the. importance of the. group , it .. is ,consis tent::t:li th 

the way they view themselves and wish others to view them -- as' tough 

:"w,ar1;'.ior:s who on bc~asion,.like cOiDit~ ...... dll!.·s ;in,.arms, help each Qther .. out. 

'In :.or.Q.er to'mairttcdnthe .,cotltimiity."bf the;i:r, .images of themselves·th,ey 

!JI1ust'trust others not to reveal the meaning of the continuity of their 

solidarity and nbtto use in.formationgainedfrom 'that relationship to 

placeanothermemher in a potentially demean.ing situation. In order to 

develop ,and maintain this trust, it is necessary to maintain the .perception 

• of the.!Bguality of.moral qualities of,members and to maintain a continuity of 

social experiences which confirm and reaffirm these characteristics. 
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Equality: In the reality of material exchanges some debts are not settled 

'for many years, if ever ·and no attempts are made to demand a settlement. Only 

should an exchange be experienced as one-sided does the relationship become 

tenuous and may be finally attenuated or terminated. Equality does not 

exist in terms of the actual exchange of goods and services among gang 

members, it is expressive of equality of the moral qualities valued by the 

,group. If members fail: to demonstrate those qualities, they cannot be 

trusted in an intimate relationship with others as they may violate the 

delicate balance which intimate relations require. For example, Sal violated 

~their trust in him by getting into worthless trouble trouble which stemmed 

not from his defense of honor or need for money, but his "craziness. 1f He 

.had gone much too far in murdering his father and, on his release from 
'.\ . 
~~etention, his continual provocation of conflicts were seen as not those 

of a man of honor •. Hehad caused trouble forthe.group a number of times 

by continually doing things which would bring the police to the park. 

The confrontation, however, is expressed largely in terms of his failure 

to reciprocate when .others helped him out. 'When he needed a place to stay 

after getting out of jail, he had been tak.en in by Sam's mother. Most of 

the'members felt .. thathehad ,.go.ne too far without making aneffor,t;to 

return'what he owed. 'It was e~pressed that he was becoming too dependen~ 

,·onth.e favors .of others. When he,was picked up witha.~awed-off shot gun, 

only·a ¥few:we~ks af'ter~J').e.had:,go.t.tenout of jail, .no Qne botheredttoha.il 

him out. . ,Usually, . this is done immediately • Sometimes groups will hold 

dances' to get 'enough money together to bail someone out. Othersneeding 

s.imilar help had been permitted .much greater leeway in reciprocation but 

his frequent dishonorable behavior , in the.eyes of other members, indicated 

• 
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that his moral qualities were not equal to others, consequently, he could 

'not be trusted with intimate knowledge.ef tile e-thers. The potential for 

violation was almost too,great. 

Like a male-female relation in which the man must retain his dominant 

status, thereby excluding the possibility of intimacy which might reveal 

a weakness, a parallel situation occurs among males of unequal status. 

'No intimacy can occur without perceived equality of moral qualities. Any 

perceived outstanding debt by a person whose moral qualities are brought to 

:question will place the debtor in a dependent position and subordinate 

status. No one of dominant status would risk losing that by involvement 

.in intimate relations with someone of questionable moral qualities. There

~o~e, in order for. intimacy to occur, there must be eqQality of moral 

worth which is materially expressed and veiled by a perception of equality 

of exchange. This is ,the culturallyacceptable.model of solidarity. 

Continuity of social experiences: Mutual obligations are experienced 

as continuous movement towards an equilibrium of debts and non-hierarchical 

--social relationships of -exchange among friends. 'l€l:lsion is 'easily produced 

if the exchange is seen as potentially discontinuous; however, as we have 

,discussed, the:t:e ;are.;,many debts ,which, are left unsettled for 'marty years but 

no one expresses any urgency in settling them. It is not around the' 

cont:(.nuity of. material exchange iwhich trust develops;,but around :;,the continuity 

of~moral;~quaJ::i,ties,'Y'Qf·metnbers. ""Thq$e'~wholeave 'the,.,group ·.voluntarily are 

seen,as indicating 'that they no longer desire to be the kind of people that 

the Lions are.·They . want an identity based on different moral qualities. 

Consequently, it would be difficult.to trust them with confidential 

thoughtsand.iriformation. Most of those who leave the group involuntarily 
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,(incarceration) or semi-involuntarily (armed forces) do not present these 

,problems to the group. They have left the group because they ~ men of 

the moral qualities admired by the group (the member who goes to jail over an 

'altercation involving honor or a money-making illegitimate activity). 

These members, having continued to affirm their status as men of honor, can 

reenter the gang with a minimum of problems. 

Those who have voluntarily left the group not only ~ not return and 

be reaccepted to the group but feel a real loss of the close ties of the 

group. This loss is not expressed explicitly but can be inferred from 

'their tone of voice, the interest they show in the Lions and their continual 

recital of past experiences with the gang while receiving little reciprocation 

cfthat interest. Admitting feelings of loss even slightly is placing 

oneself in a tenuous position demonstrating dependence on others. For 

example, both Len and Lou were not considered by the group to be members 

and did not consider themselves members though they attended several 

softball games. They were no longer part of the network of mutual 

obligations. Few of the members paid much attention to either when 

they showed up at a game. This lack of solidarity was experienced by 

each, both claimed they did not have any time to "hang around with 

the dudes" 'anY ,more, -"'yet "spo ke"J:oI!g~ng~yabo.u t the past, the goodUmes , 

and ,the ,common ; experiences they used to have. ' Len claimed that it was 

hard, when he ha,dtime,to drink, to'find,someone .togo drinking:with,a 

prohlemrare1Y'expefience'db,y~;a,:n1en1ber. But;he had chosen to leave the 

group as he was unconcerned with the group;'s honor, and th0u.gh his 

int,erestssometimes ,:Qver1apped, with theirs ,itwas not enough to a.110w him 

to jus'twander in and be, accepted again when he pleased • 
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Lou had become involved with a Chicano political movement. He eschewed 

the qualities of the Lions which permitted and encouraged them to fight 

against their own people'. He was concerned with the economic and political 

advancement of Chicanos and would not fight other Chicanos. 

Juan, now a drug addict, cannot reenter the group, though he too is 

still concerned with the Lions' activities. Though many of the Lions 

.experimented with drugs, he was the only on.e who became addicted to heroin. 

According to gang members, an addict lacks any moral qualities, his only 

.thought being to satisfy his habit. An addict, claim many of the Lions, 

will not respond as a man of honor. One could never be trusted to 

.demonstrate courage in a potentially demeani~g situation. 

Changes in expressive values lead to discontinuities of membership in 

much on the part of the members as the ex-member. It is not the disruption 

of mutual obligations which is the reason not accepting them back or their 

desires to return to the group. The obligations are only sporadic in the 

group and there are many networks which the ex-members can and do enter,into 

the wider community as these networks are one of the basic forms of socia,l 

relationships among community members. These exchanges only symbolize and 

,veil'the,;;meaning'of',~sol,idaritY"':among,the:gang:'members .whi'chcan only, exis.t 

b.etween .. men of the ",same moral qualities which have been demonstrated over 

a J:oI],g"period ,of':.t'ime. ".;A:man;;,w,;i::th· new "and dif~erent.moraLqualitiesca~not 

be trusted'particularly in ;',questio.ns. of~:~persohal 'intimacies .As he has 

cl,aimed a diff,erent,:set of moral ,qualities he may use this knowledge ,to 

place the member in·ademeaning.light. 

ThoJ.1,gh ,material exchanges ;':do ser:ve to some degree an ins,trumental 

function, they Can 'not alone se'tVeas the.,basis for the continuity of the 
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.-lLion's gang into the members t' twenties and after gaining 'ptima""facie evidence 
- < 

of their manhood. Material exchanges do serve in this cultural context to 

veil the potentially problematic nature of the solidarity of the group. The 

.reason for the continuity of the group is in the meaning of the members' 

-relationships -- intimate ties, which for the young men in this cultural 

context can most easily be experienced in a gang without laying open to 

question the moral characteristics which make up the identity of who they 

think they are and how they wish others to view them. Largely for this 

reason they continue to remain together; however, we must examine the 

public identity of the gang in order to understand why they must remain 

together as a ~. 

Remaining a Gang 

Up to this point we have not answered the question of why the Lions 

have remained a gang instead of becoming a social club. We have dlscussed 
.; 

how they avoid inconsitencies in their identities as "men with whom they do 
/I 

not trifle" in qrder to cover .the,meaning of .gr,oup solidar:lty:yet we have 

not discussed how that identity is constructed and affirmed as members of 

an. all male.group. As,.men of honor, they are likewarriors,.who demonstrate 

their valor inth.e face of .'a ,common~enemy.';Honoris seer:tpby these young 

men as tied not only to their individual activities, but, :i.n addition, to 

those of·;the gaI).g.The.c:i.mportance"Qrthe honor ,of -the collectivity in 

part develops and is maintained though 'the members ,. commitment/ to the 

identity of the,ga.ng-through the years,they<"have remained together. But it 

is in the desire to maintain·the.moral qualities of men of honor on which 

the continuation of the' Lions as.' a .gang, pivots. If the maintenance of the 

reputation of the gang becomes unimportant than there would be no reason 
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to stay together except the close: ties of th.e. memoers and they are inconsi.s-

tent with the image of honorable men. In a community such as 32nd Street, 

a young man's claim to precedence is an essential aspect of his identity. 

(who he is seen as) on the streets. Joining a gang is one means of claiming 

precedence without having to do it on one's own. In this way it not only 

means that one is continually called upon to support the group, but, in 

addition, the gang's "rep" may be his'most salient attribute. If his 

claim is almost entirely dependent on that of the gang, it is very difficult 

,to give up. Though his "side bet" may not have been a consciotl.8 decision, 

it serves to wed him to the gang having made an investment in the group. 

,Although l;everal members have identities which are partially independent of 

I 
the gangs, most are firmly rooted in the gangs. 

Leaving the group requires an almost total reconstruction of identity 

both from the perspective' to the person leaving-and the others who identify 

·him as he was previously. There is always d1e possibility of Being challenged 

as a member of one's "former" group and having no one to help. Members of 

other. gangs do not necessarily accept one's new status. Lou claimed that 

even four years after he left the group, people were still identifying him 

as.a ·Lion. "He;.moved ~.to 'a ~new,'nearby coJtUtlun;i:ty but found that he was 

identified as Lion. In one instance he said that he was returning late 

·from·.·theUniversity;~·whensomeone·yelled "you're a Lion" and s.hot at him. '!I. 

even;~startedto'carrY':my 'hea.t ':['ggiJ ",again "after that. I wasn' t .. ·s~fe 

without it, "he claimed. .Whether or not one is likely to be com:;istently 

cballenged, most -still perceive this situation as.real. The Senior.Greeks, 

while in ,their late twenties, were afraid to "play baseball in an area 

. , 
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+-f"e.;'f 
ten miles away from home because, they claimed, the gangs there had ~ 

pictures and would probably challenge them if they /the Greeks/ were to 

.attend the game. Leaving the gang would mean losing the support of the 

'group when one's reputation as a member of that group is challenged, even 

if no longer a member. The reliance of the members on the gang's reputation 

'as part of their own identity and others' awareness of and reaction to 

this identity, help to maintain the commitment of members to the gang's 

identity. It is that identity which is expressive of the kind of 

.personsth,-: wish to be and hope that others see them in that way. 

The moral qualities of toughness and aggression had, in the past, lead 

them to be "self-image promoters" (Toch, 1969) it e. not only did they 

respond to assumed slights on their claim to precedence, but would actively 

seek out situations in which they would intentionally challenge other's 

claims to precedence in order to enhance their own. This was no longer true 

in 1977. They had become "self-image defenders," seeking only to maintain 

their reputation. This change is only indicated through behavioral changes 

and is ,never discussed among the members. It is understood illlplicit1y; 

however, Sal failed to note this change as he had been in jail for almost 

three ,y.ears. He had wanted' ,to ,provoke a fight with a :;,gang,whichhe had 

thought was "getting out of line," but the Lions disregarded what he 

was ,saying. ,On the qtherJland, there'tvas,no evidence that they,wou1d.stop 

f.i'g1tting,altogE!'ther,.,tho"~'gh;:th~y"haveriotfought in the, name of the group 

within the past year. There is evidence that they will in the future. 

'T'hey continually ,ta1k'lib,out unresolved conflicts with other groups 

and othe~s express their commitment to f~ght the Lions for past 

aspersions cast by the Lions on their honor. Secondly, other gangs' 
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senior groups liave Been involved in gang conflicts recently. During the 

'spring of 1977 the Senior Greeks (now in their thirties) were involved in 
SG "-t- ,.0.1 

a "set-up" in a tavern in which a number of men were wounded and few- vere' 

'killed. Many of the Lions still own guns and several now have licenses 

in order to practice at firing ranges. However, there is little 

Sndication that they actively seek to claim precedence by provoking a fight. 

However, they have developed no symbols to acknowledge this change. 

'The account accepted by the members 'to.hen asked if the gang had changed 

failed to indicate a shift in orientation. The usual answer was "we fight 

:"less," "we are slower to fight," or "we only fight if we have to." The 

latter are the exact words used when they were younger. The meaning of 

~heir experiences has changed in th~ir transformation fromse1f-image 

promoters to defenders. This transition has many more implications for 

their identity than just a change in the number of violent incidents and 

gang fights. As self-image promoters they were involved in purpo~efu1 

.action -- goal oriented behavior -- enhancement of their claim to precedence, 

while as.self-image defenders .they are only attempting to,:ma;i;ntainwhat they 

have. This shift reflects upon their image of themselves as "men with whom 

others do.oot tr.ifle" --.it expresses a lack of aggressiveness and courage. 

~'By ackndw;ledgiilg· this !.i;cha:rige ri t ..;wou1d ~;};.eveal to ~ themsel vesand to 

.o.thers that there must be a reevaluation of their moral qualities and a shift 

inJWwhy{theyr~ma.in,'a:!'sg~n~g ,i;e.' from ·~theYiaretogether ,because,;',they. are 

to:ogh to':-f~:ght:Lngoiily :l.n ; order ,to "remain together. ,#Biirposiv:e. ~c_tionis 

no longer,a. p;;trt of,. group activities. Consequently,by.fa:ilingto 

symbolicly.mark this' change .in ·their', behavior, they can ,maintain their 

image-qf themselves~as tough and aggressive,wc:trriors with strong continuity 

c1a::i,ms .to,precedence. 
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Elimination of all claims to precedence among neighborhood gangs would 

be tantamoun~ to refuting every moral quality that they valued. There 

would be no culturally acceptable reason for them to renain together 

"which, if they did stay together, would reveal the close personal ties 

among members. Not only would acknowledgment of these ties lead to 

failure to confirm the image of themselves as "warriors" but would 

.contradict that image by indicating weakness and emotional dependency on 

others. Only by remaining a ~ is it possible tc maintain an identity 

based on their moral qualities which they SG~ as important and continue 

.being the kind of people they value while remaining together. A group 

:of men whose solidarity is .based explicitly on intimate ti~s . cannot exist 

in this cultural context. 

Conclusion: Tensions of a Youth Identity and Adult Status 

Contrary to some common sense notions and sociological studies of 

gangs, the primary pay-off in gang membership is not utilitarian but 

expressive. 'In examining the expressive values ,of the ,gang·,memb~rs, it 

becomes clear that the continuity of membership is based in the nature of 

,the solidarity of the group, not in similar reactions to .failure to. achieve, 

':rack of :i:opportuni,ties or .lack ofneC'e'ssary~symbols of ,maturity. ,Remaining 

.a ~ when it is not necessarily "utilitarian" to do so, can only be 

'understoodin . the context.;.of~wha:t type ,;ofpe:Qple -:they ,.think\;,.they ::are.and 

how they WQuld like others':; to:!;see . them. 'The'i'reason they stay and spend 

so .much time together is "in.".the in.. timate"rel,ationships they"!;,have developed. 

By ·remainingtogetl;ler .the gang does serve a.minimal utilitarian 

function. The gang members'economic positions are not.particularly 

good in either the legitimate orillegitima'te .:sphere, so that the gang 
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e 
~members' expectations that their members tthedging. their bets" by participating 

in both spheres can be seen as a rational means to maximizing their options 

for the future. By limiting their illegitimate activities they succeed in 

;lessening the risk of incarceration but by keeping involved they can move 

into that sphere should good options arise. The same is true for the 

legitimate sphere -- by working should a good option occur, they have 

.some work history yet they. are risking little by the discontinuity of 

employment as most of the jobs which are available to them have a minimum 

.• Of prcqUisitesy ' 
n addition, the mutual exchange network is utilitarian in that it 

~does provide members with economic and social benefits when they need it. 

However, as we have argued neither "hedging one's bets" nor the 

,'availability of the mutual obligation network are sufficient explanations 

of the continuing solidarity of the, group or itshaving.:remained, a gang 

rather than becoming a social-athletic club. It is only by examining the 

expressive values in an honor based subculture, that we can understand 

·thegang's "'continuity. "As men of honor who cannot depend on or be 

subordinate to others and must be tough and aggressive in order to maintain 

,that lionor, .they·can·;only experience closeness in a: gang · ... -,;;;,themeaning 

of gang solidarity. 'The nature, of gang solidarity must be veiled to 

be c~nsistentwith the image of them8elv~.s as "men with. whom "Qthers 

·do<not ~.tt;r£,le." ~~Th,is , .. is" done by ;Pub,l.i¢':ly'.;exp'.l::essing :thefr:sbl;idar;tty~as 

·'a.,·mtitmil ,obligations: 'network. Intimacy can only be expressed among 

-trus 1;edt'rnembers and"those ~,are':1nemb ers:;;,wIthsocial histories who 'continually 

demons trate their" equali ty., of moral· char:acteri,s tics with the, o,thers . 'In 

,addition,theYlTIlust, in order to assert;<;theirmoral qualities ,remain 

• to.getheras ':warriors" i.e.:i,.n order ,to 'remain together they must 
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,continue to De a gang - defending their reputation against others t claims 

,;to precedence. However •. in the shift from "promotersll to "defenders" 

the meaning of the relation between toughness and togetherness had charged. 

They remain tough in order to be together instead tnt: being together because 

'.they are tough. With no symbolic changes they can remain together with a 

c'historicly consistent image of themselves. 

Though this maintenance of a gan~ identity (a youth oriented delinquent 

"identity) and adult status (jobs, wives and children) did not present many 

explicit proDlems for the members, there were some indications of tension. 

~embers asked me several times if I thought th~t they had changed. I 

returned the question to them and the response was generally "well, we're 

older now" and "we don t t figIi.t as much.. rr. On the. 0tIi.er Kand, there was an 

undercurrent of thought among the meniDers. that the'.:e . should De some 

significant change ,in ,their lives now that they were adults. "We're slower 

to fight and more pea~eable now. We should get together for good things 

like housing and jobs ..• shouldn't kill our own people ••• but we still have 

things.to take care of ••• ".claimed Jaime. The gang members view themselves 

as irrevocably tied to their pasts which create for them a continuity of 

past and present, yet. this tension which Jaime .. ·expressedseemed.to,a 

question ~whii:::h,.,geveral fe1:t "'but could not ·ex'p'ress. To 'e~press it would mean 

the end of the gang. 

:;·We '~can:s ee .tha:t .. · the~framework,within wh:i:ch the gang ·melilbers'·vi:ewtheir 

world, ·it.makessense to .continue as they are. They see littlein'~heir 

lives ·as .i.ncongrtlent ,tho.t1gha ·few' have .begun1to experience but not to 

explicitly verbalize -,the;tensipns. Whether ':,they will remain on the park 

bench for.;many years to come and begin to r,esemble the men living 'on the 

margins<of~sbciety bnTally's-corner(Liebow, 1968) within the next few 

.' , 
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~years or develop a: new evaluation of their moral qualities and can move out 

of the gang. In 1978 they were still on the same bench in the park and 

o when I asked a community resident, ex-street hustler and worker 

.in his thir.ties why the Lions were still on their bench his reply was 

"they're still young." He sees them sitting there for another ten years. 
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TABLE 1 

THE LIONS AND THEIR ACTIVITIES 1971-77 

1971-2 1973-4 1975-6 1977 

"Number of Central gang members 1 28 24 21 21 

'Married 2 1 2 5 1 

New fathers 2 3 6 2 

Working 3 5 -:6 9 11 

School 11 7 1 3 

Army 0 1 2 .1 

'Jai14 4 6 4 3 

Dropout-illegal orientation 0 1 2 0 

Dropout-legal orientatio,n 0 ,1 1 :0 

Dropout-whereabouts unknown 0 2 0 0 

Median Age 17 19.7 21.5 23.5 
(.1973) (1975) 

1These are the members who can be counted on to defend the reputation 
of the group. Sometimes peripheral members would "hang out" with the 
,group for .short -periods of time . 

2The number in each year ind~cates ·the number of newly married members. 

3Inc1uded in'the't'numbe'r2'ofJme,mb.er.,s working in school are those who '" 
worked or attended school for a fairly significant proportion of the 
two years. Those not included in either category were spending m~st 
of their time just hanging aroun~. 

4A11.are juveniles 'or-were in juvenile facilities with the exception of 
the same three who have been incarcerated since 1974 on charges of 
murder and robbery. 

.. 
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FOOTNOTES 

'" 

.lIt is necessary to distinguish between what is meant by a ~ and a club 

or group of which there are many among adults in lower and working-class 

~areas. A club or a group' is .!!£!:. involved in illegal activities as a 

collectivity, particularly in defense of their name; however, individual 

. members may be involved in criminal activities. A ~ engages in some 

illegal activities as a collectivity and usually its members are 

.• sensitive to aspersions cast on the honor of the group to which they 

must respond in the name of the gang. 

2 Bounded by train tracks and factories, the 32nd Street community is 

only a short distance from the downtown area, yet there is no direct 
. 

public transportation to the center city. The population, according to 

the 1970 census was 44,500 though local residents estimate that it is 

closer to 70,000 of which 55 percent were Spanish speaking. A local survey 

estimated that the Spanish speaking population was clciser to ~70 percent. 

Most are fhicanos, i.e. of Mexican heritage. Ranked on socio-economic 

cr,iteria, its status is one of the lowest in;the city;howeve.7;;, ;,a 

different image emerges when traditional SES indicators are examined separately. 

The median family income in 1970 was $8,560, better than 18 percent of the 

other,.co!1Ul1unit:i;es in .,the".~ity, ,~and 18peraen"t'df the' communities have a 

hi'gher percentage of families receiving welfare benefits. However, the 

percentq,ge·,·of .high :;s chao 1 ;~graduates~f'over rthe:\,~geof twenty-fiv.e --.. 21.1 

percent,' is the 'lowest in. the' ;city •. ,.A,;surveT c,onducted by. a'youth"'s~rving 

"agency ,estimated that 70 percent.of ,.the· .. male,~youth join a'gang"for at 

least a short;period,in'their lives • 
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'3Similar types of male peer grups are found in many working class communities. 

Gans (1962) found that most peer groups were sex segregated and that husbands 

and wives spent little time togetner or provided much support for each 

other. Similar situations were found in other working class or lower-class 

settings (Whyte, 1955; Liebow, 1967; and Komarovsk'y, 1967). However, even 

Gans' (1962) "action-seekers" whose lifestyle, in part, resembles the 

,Lions-impulsiye and seeking thrills, challenge and vengeance -- rarely 

participated in :illegal activities as.a group. Gans' "action-seekers" 

like the Lions, spend little time at home, hang on street corners or in 

bars and do not work regularly. Here the similarities end. 

4An account.is""a linguistic device employed whenever an action is subjected 

to valuative inquiry" (Lyman and Scott, 1963:46) which is standardized 

within the local culture and used to bri.dge the gap between ,.action and 

expectation .. 

5r.: would like to thank ,Gary S'chwartz for many of the above ideas on 

expresSive values. 

6We will not go into detail in this paper on tats aspect of honor, except 

to say 'that a .man cannot, ,:"J.m:der ,this .. code,.of ~honor,. be dependent on .his 

familyfor.support. However, in recent years, like in modern Greece 

(Safilias'::'Rothchild, ',1968)~the:re .have b,.een£ew occasions when violence 

has been the reacfion('to ",the ]:OSS <'Qf;;;..sexuaLpurity of women, though there 

have heena'few. ,One young man went to jail for his father for the murder 

of hissi~ter' sseducer • Thoughthere.:'are increasing numbers of married 

women ,going to work, :l.t,;is ,s.tilLbecause ',tllemen let them and only in 

order ,to earn supp1,emental;income'~for, luxuries • 

• 
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7Commitment has been used in the sociological and psychological literature 

as both an independent and dependent variable and its usage is frequently 

tautological -- if one "makes a commitment" then one will follow a consistent 

,course of action, which indicates that one is committed; however, these 

,explanations fail to specify the "act of commitment," Becker (1970) employs 

the notion of "side bets." The "side bet" must be independent of the 

consistent pattern of activity, though it may not be deliberate on the 

actor's part. It may only be discovered when he tries to get out of it. 

"By his own actions prior to the final bargaining session he has staked 

something of value to him, something originally unre1aLed to his present 

,line of action, on being consistent in his present behavior" (Becker, 1970 :266) • 

• 
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